
EXT-ALGEBRASIstv�an �Agoston1, Vlastimil Dlab2 and Erzs�ebet Luk�as1;2Abstrat. The Ext-algebra A� of a �nite dimensional assoiative K-algebra Ais studied with a motivation to establish onditions under whih (i) the speiesof A and A�op oinide and (ii) the quasi-heredity of A (or A�) yields the quasi-heredity of A� (or A, respetively). These questions are losely related to theKazhdan{Lusztig Theory as presented by [CPS2℄.1. IntrodutionThroughout the paper A will denote a �nite dimensional basi algebraover an arbitrary �eld K. Let us reall that the K-speies S(A) of A is thesystem (Di : i 2 I ; iWj : i; j 2 I) of �nitely many division algebras Di andDi-Dj-bimodules iWj so that A= radA ' Qi2IDi and radA= rad2A ' Pi;j2I iWj .Thus, if f ei j i 2 I g is a omplete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents inA, and �ei denotes the image of ei in A= radA, then Di = �ei�A=radA��ei andiWj = �ei� radA= rad2A��ej . Notie that if S(i) is the simple right A-moduleeiA=ei radA then Di ' EndA �S(i)� and iWj ' Ext1A �SÆ(j); SÆ(i)�. If the�eld K is algebraially losed then one may speak about the quiver of thealgebra A. For, all the division algebras are equal to K and the bimodules iWjare just diret sums of opies of the regular bimodule K; hene, the ompleteinformation is ontained in an oriented graph having I as its vertex set anddimK iWj arrows from i to j.Given an algebra A one may de�ne the so-alled Ext-algebra of A, denotedby A�. This is a K-algebra whose underlying vetor spae is�k�0 �i;j2I ExtkA �S(i); S(j)� ;with the multipliation de�ned via the Yoneda-produt of exat sequenes. Ob-serve that A� is �nite dimensional if and only if gl:dimA < 1; moreoverthe identity element of A� is the sum of the primitive orthogonal idempotents1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 16E99. Seondary 16S99, 17B101 Researh partially supported by Hungarian NFSR grant no. T42652 Researh partially supported by NSERC of Canada1



2 ISTV�AN �AGOSTON, VLASTIMIL DLAB AND ERZS�EBET LUK�ACSfi = idS(i), i 2 I . In analogy to S(i) and P (i) = eiA, denote by S�Æ(i)and P �Æ(i) the orresponding simple and indeomposable projetive left A�-modules.Our prinipal objetive is to study the onnetion between some of theproperties of A and A�, respetively. Some of our results are parallel to thoseof [CPS2℄ although our approah is somewhat di�erent.Most results presented here were reported by the authors on several oa-sions (Sherbrooke: May 1994, Prague: June 1994, Mexio City: August 1994).The proofs of the statements, together with some examples and further refer-enes to the graded situation will appear in a more detailed version elsewhere.2. The speies of Ext-algebrasFirst we will be dealing with the question of the speies of A� (more pre-isely, of A�op). It is easy to see, that S(A) � S(A�op). We will show thatthe fat that the speies of these two algebras oinide is equivalent to someeasy-to-desribe property of the projetive resolutions of the simple A-modules.To this end we reall that a submodule X of Y is a top submodule (denotedby X t�Y ) if radX = X \ radY , i. e. the embedding of X into Y indues anembedding of topX into topY (see [ADL1℄). A �ltration X = X1 � X2 �: : : � Xm of a module X is alled a top �ltration if Xi t�X for 1 � i � m.We shall also use the following notation. For an arbitrary module X 2mod-A � � � dj+1! Pj(X) dj!� � � d2!P1(X) d1!P0(X) d0!X! 0will denote a minimal projetive resolution of X , with the orresponding syzy-gies 
j+1(X) = Ker dj for j = 0; 1; : : :.Now we may introdue the following subategory of the ategory of �nitelygenerated right A-modules mod-A.Definition 2.1. We say that a module X 2 mod-A belongs to C(i) = C(i)Afor some i 2 IN if 
j(X) t� radPj�1(X) for j = 1; 2; : : : ; i. We may also de�neC(0) = mod-A. The intersetion of these subategories will be denoted by C;thus C = CA = 1\i=0 C(i). { Similarly, one may de�ne the subategory CÆA �A -mod of left A-modules.It is easy to see, that the de�nition does not depend on whih partiularminimal projetive resolution of X was hosen.The following proposition gives an important homologial property of theelements of C(i).Proposition 2.2. If X 2 C(i) then the natural maps ExtkA(topX;S)!ExtkA(X;S) are surjetive for every 0 � k � i and every simple module S.



EXT-ALGEBRAS 3It turns out that with the addition of an easy neessary assumption, thisproperty fully haraterizes the elements of C(i).Proposition 2.3. Assume that every simple A-module S is in CA. Then amodule X is an element of C(i)A if and only if the natural maps ExtkA(topX;S)!ExtkA(X;S) are surjetive for every 0 � k � i and S simple module.Proposition 2.2 leads to a full answer as to when the speies of A andA�op oinide.Theorem 2.4. The following are equivalent for an algebra A.(a) S 2 CA for every simple right module S;(b) SÆ 2 CÆA for every simple left module SÆ;() S(A) = S(A�op).3. The funtor Ext� : mod-A!A� -modWe shall assume in this setion that the Ext-algebra A� of the �nite di-mensional algebra A is itself �nite dimensional, i. e. gl:dimA <1.Let Ŝ denote the diret sum of all simple right A-modules, i. e. Ŝ = �i2I S(i).Then we may de�ne a ontravariant funtor Ext� : mod-A!A� -mod by takingthe diret sum of the funtors Extk(�; Ŝ) for k � 0. Atually, the modulesExt�(X) will have a natural grading, with the morphisms Ext�(f) preservingthis grading, hene we have a funtor into A� -modgr. For a module X 2A� -modgr, let X [j℄ denote the shifted graded module, i. e. X [j℄i = Xi�j . Wehave the following exatness properties of Ext�.Lemma 3.1. Let 0!X!Y !Z! 0 be a short exat sequene in mod-A.(a) Assume X t�Y . If X 2 CA then the sequene 0!Ext�(Z)!Ext�(Y )!Ext�(X)! 0 is exat; if in addition Z 2 CA, then Ext�(Z) t�Ext�(Y ).(b) Assume X � radY . If Y 2 CA then the sequene 0!Ext�(X)[1℄!Ext�(Z)!Ext�(Y )! 0 is exat; if in addition Z 2 CA, then Ext�(X)[1℄ �radExt�(Z).Based on this lemma, we get the following propositions.Proposition 3.2. If X; radX 2 CA then Ext�(X) 2 C(1)A� Æ. Thus if radiX 2CA for every i then Ext�(X) 2 CÆA�.Proposition 3.3. (a) Ext� �S(i)� = P �Æ(i).(b) Ext� �P (i)� = S�Æ(i).() Ext� � radP (i)�[1℄ = radP �Æ(i).



4 ISTV�AN �AGOSTON, VLASTIMIL DLAB AND ERZS�EBET LUK�ACS4. Ext-algebras and quasi-heredityTo speak about the quasi-heredity of an algebra A, one must impose a (par-tial) order on the set fS(i) j i 2 I g of simple right A-modules (or equivalently,on the given omplete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents). Atually, with-out loss of generality we may assume that we have a total order on the index setI . Thus assume that I = f 1; 2; : : : ; n g with the natural order. We shall writee = (e1; e2; : : : ; en) for the orresponding ordered set of primitive orthogonalidempotents and we de�ne "i = ei + ei+1 + : : : + en, "n+1 = 0. Reall thatP (i) denotes the projetive over of the simple module S(i). Consider the trae�ltration of A: A = A"1A � A"2A � : : : � A"nA � 0 :We say that A is quasi-hereditary with respet to I (or briey, (A; e) is quasi-hereditary) if eah of the so alled standard right modules eiA=eiA"i+1A, de-noted by �(i) is Shurian (i. e. it has a semisimple endomorphism ring) and thequotients of the trae �ltration A"iA=A"i+1A as right modules are diret sumsof the orresponding standard modules. In addition, we say that A is lean withrespet to this order if �(i) 2 C(1)A and �Æ(i) 2 C(1)A Æ for all i 2 I . (Here �Æ(i)stands for the orresponding standard left module.) We onsider the followinganonial exat sequenes:0!V (i)!P (i)!�(i)! 0 and 0!U(i)!�(i)!S(i)! 0 :For the basi properties of quasi-hereditary algebras, we refer to [CPS1℄, [DR1℄,[DR2℄ or [DK℄ and of lean algebras to [ADL1℄, [ADL2℄. Canonial onstrutionsfor the so-alled shallow , replete and medial algebras are also desribed there.We have already notied that the simple types of (right) A-modules arein one-to-one orrespondene with the simple types of (left) A�-modules; theorresponding idempotent to the primitive idempotent ei 2 A is the elementfi = idS(i) 2 A�. Having �xed the order e = (e1; e2; : : : ; en) for A we shallonsider the reverse order f = (fn; fn�1; : : : ; f1) for A�; write ' = fi + fi�1 +: : :+ f1 and '0 = 0.One of the key observations in reognizing the quasi-heredity of A� is thefollowing lemma.Lemma 4.1. Assume that (A; e) is quasi-hereditary with �(i) 2 CA andU(i) 2 CA for 1 � i � n. Then the left standard module ��Æ(i) of (A�; f)is Shurian and ��Æ(i) ' Ext� ��(i)�. Furthermore, with similar notation,Ext� �U(i)�[1℄ ' V �Æ(i) and Ext� �V (i)�[1℄ ' U�Æ(i).We an now state the following suÆient ondition for a quasi-hereditaryalgebra to have a quasi-hereditary Ext-algebra.



EXT-ALGEBRAS 5Definition 4.2. An algebra (A; e) is said to be solid , if the following onditionsare satis�ed:(1) �(i) is Shurian;(2) V (i) t� radP (i);(3) U(i) has a top �ltration by S(j)'s and �(j)'s for j < i;(4) V (i) has a top �ltration by �(j)'s and P (j)'s for j > i.Lemma 4.3. If (A; e) is solid then it is a lean quasi-hereditary algebra withS(i);�(i); U(i) 2 CA for 1 � i � n.Theorem 4.4. Let (A; e) be a solid algebra. Then:(a) (A�op; f) is a solid algebra (hene quasi-hereditary), and(b) S(A) = S(A�op), dimK A�� = dimK A, ("iA"i)� ' A�Æ(A�'i�1A�) and�A=(A"iA)�� ' 'i�1A�'i�1.Corollary 4.5. If the algebra (A; e) is shallow (left medial, right medial or re-plete) then (A�op; f) is replete (left medial, right medial or shallow, respetively)on the same speies.5. Ext-algebras of monomial algebrasWe an get a more omplete piture of the situation in the ase of monomialalgebras. Here the prinipal tool in the understanding is the existene of a multi-pliative basis for A�, onsisting of some paths in the quiver of A (see [GZ℄).Thus we shall assume now that A is monomial , i. e. A = K�=R, where � is aquiver with R the set of relations whih is generated by some paths of length atleast 2. First, we have an extension of Theorem 2.4 about the quiver of A�op.Theorem 5.1. Let A ' K�=R be a monomial algebra. Then the following areequivalent:(a) S(i) 2 CA for 1 � i � n;(b) A and A�op have the same quiver;() A is quadrati (i. e. the set of relations R is generated by paths of length 2);(d) Ext2A(Ŝ; Ŝ) � rad2(A�).If (A; e) is in addition lean with Shurian standard modules, then onditions(a){(d) are all equivalent to:(e) �(i) 2 C, �Æ(i) 2 CÆ for 1 � i � n.On the question of quasi-heredity we have the following results.Theorem 5.2. Let A = K�=R be a monomial algebra with gl:dimA < 1.Then (A�; f) is quasi-hereditary if and only if (A; e) is lean with Shurian stan-dard modules.
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